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AMP® Lens & Filter Storage Binder
CONTENTS

APPLICATIONS
The AMP® Lens & Filter Storage Binder provides a place
where the designer can store and transport fixture lenses and
filters. Without this binder, lenses and filters may be lost or
damaged - especially when they are thrown into boxes that
may contain other products.
A second use for the binder is for testing and demonstrations.
Taken to the project site at night, the designer can select
lenses and filters to test effects or to demonstrate effects to
the client.

The AMP® Lens & Filter Storage Binder contains:
◗◗ (1) 3-Ring Binder
◗◗ (1) Sheet of labels for tabs & product names
◗◗ (1) Sheet of circles to seal pockets
◗◗ (3) Tabbed section dividers
◗◗ (6) 12-pocket (2”) clear vinyl sheets
◗◗ (9) 6-pocket (3”) clear vinyl sheets

CARE & MAINTENANCE

INSTRUCTIONS
As a Storage Binder
1. Purchase lenses and filters.
2. Insert them into proper binder section pockets.
3. Take care to handle these by the edges only, and avoid
scratching them on the open edges of the vinyl pockets.
4. If desired, use rectangle labels (provided) to label (with
product name) each pocket or pocket page.
5. If lenses or filters are overly loose in pockets, seal the
pocket closed with a round label (provided).
6. Both label types can be easily removed.
As a Testing & Demonstration Tool
1. When using filters and lenses, you should always test
the effects before committing to purchases.
2. You may also want to demonstrate effects to your
client.
3. The binder allows you to bring the various lenses and
filters into the field so you can test them at night.
4. Bring a flashlight to help you find the correct lenses in
the dark.
5. A white sheet of paper has been inserted between
each color filter page so colors may be viewed without
removing the filter. Since, dichroic filters appear to be
different colors when viewed at different angles, view
each filter from directly above the page. You can backlight the white paper to better see the color.
6. Be sure to test them one at a time, removing each from
its pocket then returning it to the same pocket before
removing another. This prevents placing a lens or filter
in a pocket with the wrong label.
7. Take notes to record observed results.

Please follow these instructions to prevent damage to the
binder and its contents:
1. Do not store the binder in direct sunlight or in a
hot car.
2. Use the round removable labels (provided) to prevent
loose lenses or filters from slipping out of their pockets.
3. Keep the inside of the binder and pocket pages clean by
wiping with a damp cloth.

RE-ORDERING CONTENTS
The binder and its content pieces may be re-ordered. Call
customer support for more information.
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